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“OUR DEAD” 

By Reverend Edward Lodge Curran 

Rev 6-25-94 

Our dead are not Unknown Soldiers. 

We know who they are and whither they    

   seek to go. 

We know that some may languish in 

     Purgatory until the last earthly stain is  

     wiped away and until the last earthly 

     injustice is repaired. 

We also know that we can speed their  

     passage from a Purgatory of shadow    

     and pain to a Paradise of happiness    

     and Light. 

We can hasten the dawn of eternal rest  

     and the rays of perpetual light. 

Our prayers and Masses and works of  

     charity can assist our dead in gaining 

     entrance into the blessedness of  

     heaven. 

We love our dead. 

We can help our dead. 

Let us pray for them always.  

Flowers wither upon their graves. 

A daily garland of prayers is better than  
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  an armful of roses. 

(the following line is to be said ONLY 

if appropriate- i.e., it’s almost 11 o’clock) 

As we approach the Golden Memorial 
hour of the CATHOLIC WAR 
VETERANS, Eleven o’clock, 

Stand for a moment in silence, and let       

  there rise from your heart, a prayer  

  beseeching Almighty God, the Father of  

  us all, to grant to the souls of our  

  departed comrades, a peace and a glory  

  that is theirs because of the sacrifice  

  they made that other men might live.  

(Observe a moment of silence) 
 
 
Taps is sounded 

 
Chaplain prays. 
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Ritual Changes and Revisions   

 Meeting Room Layout can be modified 

depending on space available for meeting 

 Conduct at Mass is suggested procedure. Can 

be modified locally by OD and Chaplain  

 All Officers have been assigned “Stations” to 

report to when called to take stations. 

 Parts spoken by Officers have been separated 

from procedural and movement items. 

 Procedural and movement items have been 

printed in italics – important items are bolded. 

 Military drill & ceremony commands have 

been printed in all CAPITALS 

 Opening and Closing Ceremonies include 

instructions for both using a Color Guard or 

when Echelon is not using a Color Guard 

 A POW-MIA Chair has been added and placed 

within “No-Man’s Land”  

 A POW-MIA Prayer has been added to the 

Opening a Meeting Ritual. 

 Options have been inserted for use by the 

Commander & the Chaplain. 

 Use of the word “comrade”, “comrades” , “my 

     fellow veterans” or “veterans” will be decided  

by the Commander or Presiding Officer  

 The Commander/ Presiding Officer will 

decide if the Preamble will be recited together, 

or members will repeat each line. 
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 Prayers for Fr. Emil Kapaun, Fr. Cappadono, 

and other prayers have been added to the 

Closing a Meeting. The Chaplain will 

choose which one will be said. 

 Diagrams and Figures for use in the Ritual are 

referenced where the Ritual calls for such. A 

more definitive description and diagram of         

      “No Man’s Land” has been added 

 Each Edition of the Ritual will include only  

the Diagrams for that Edition  

 The Induction of New Members and 

Installation of Officers in the Pocket Edition is 

only the Short Form. Both Short & Long Form 

items are included in the Ritual Podium 

Edition. 

 Allows for non-alcoholic beverages in a 

Meeting 

 The use of Vigil or Votive Lamps are 

prohibited. Only candles are authorized for 

use. 

 The prayer “for the Conversion of Communist 

states” is now changed to “pray for Divine 

Relief from the “ism’s of our day that are 

contrary to a life of faith”. (these include, 

but are not only: communism, socialism, 

terrorism, hedonism, consumerism, 

modernism & secularism.) 
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Conducting The Ritual 

The Ritual of the Catholic War Veterans of 

the USA., Inc., is established under the 

provisions of Article XI, Sections 3 and 4 of the 

Constitution of the Catholic War Veterans and 

MUST be conducted with dignity and 

solemnity.  

All Echelons will conduct meetings using the 

Ritual as written. 

In crossing the hall or meeting room, Members 

should be careful never to pass between the 

Commander’s station, the space between the 

Flags, the POW-MIA Chair, and the altar. This 

space represents “No Man’s Land”, in 

memory of those who died there on the 

battlefields. (See diagrams). 

If a member enters the meeting room after the 

meeting has begun, he or she should advance to 

the center of the room in line with the Altar, 

salute the Commander, and after the salute is 

returned, take a seat. 

If a member desires to be excused from the 

room while the meeting is in progress, except 

during a period of silence, during prayer, or 

while members are being obligated, he or she 

shall advance to the center of the room, in line 

with the Altar, salute the Commander, and after 

the salute is returned, he or she may leave. 
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Members should memorize the Ritual parts 

assigned to them. 

The Altar shall consist of altar cloth, Holy 

Bible, Crucifix, two (2) votive candles - one on 

each side of the Crucifix, or a single Vigil 

candle between the Bible and Crucifix. 

CAP AND UNIFORM 

The Catholic War Veteran cap should be worn 

at all CWV events. Uniforms should be worn 

whenever possible at all Catholic War Veterans 

meetings and functions. 

The cap should be removed, whether in uniform 

or not, whenever prayers are being said, at the 

graveside and upon entering church.  

The cap should be placed on the left shoulder 

while standing still at prayer. 

When moving at prayer or moving in church, 

the cap should be held in the right hand at the 

left (chest) shoulder. Color and Honor Guards, 

and rifle squads are exempted. 

At all other times regular Military form is 

followed, the same as if a veteran were wearing 

the military uniform.  

The National Uniform Regulation (2009) 

governs the wearing of the Catholic War 

Veterans Uniform. Print copies are available 

from the National Office or can be 

downloaded from the National CWV website 

at: http://cwv.org 

(4) 
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Catholic War 

Veterans Ritual 

Opening & Closing 

Ceremonies 

Items Required: 

Head Table – large enough for 3 - 5 seats 

(allows for Distinguished Guests) 

Small table for use as the Altar

Altar Cloth & Bible

One (1) Vigil candle or two (2) small 

votive candles 

Matches or lighter 

Echelon and National Colors - in rear of 
room (if using a Colorguard). If full-size 
Colors are not available or are preposted (not 
using a Colorguard), a small table-top set of 
National and Echelon Colors can be used
St. Sebastian statue, if desired

Recording of “Taps”  
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Meeting Room Layout / Officers’ 
Stations 

       Commander’s Station 

      

                     Altar   

         

For Meetings of ALL Echelons 
to include Regular, Board and Conventions 

(The presiding Officer will decide if a raised platform 

is to be used and is reserved for formal ceremonies 

and banquets ONLY.  Local Echelons can adapt the 

use of Podium and the seating of Officers and 

Members depending on room size) 

 Adjutant      Commander     Chaplain 

 NO MAN’S LAND    Echelon Colors 

POW-

MIA 

Chair

U.S. Colors 

Members - 2VC        3VC - Members 

  Members - JA         HIST - Members 

Members - WELF       SERV - Members 

Members – TRST (3)      TRST (3) - Members 

Members - TREAS      1VC - Members 

OD – Near door 



OPENING & CLOSING 

CEREMONIES 

Opening and closing ceremonies at 

meetings of ALL Echelons MUST be 

conducted according to the latest revised 

copy of The Catholic War Veterans Ritual. 

Too often it has been the custom of many 

units to dispense with these ceremonies, 

until finally no ceremony is held. The 

results reflect themselves in the falling off 

of attendance and lack of interest in 

Catholic War Veterans affairs. 

Committee meetings may be held 

informally with opening and closing 

prayers. 

During the conduct of the meeting, no 

beverages or food will be consumed, 

other than water or non-alcoholic drinks. 

The Commander calls the meeting to 

order with multiple raps of the gavel. 

COMMANDER: Officers, take your 

respective stations. Officer of the Day, see 

that the doors to the meeting room are 

closed, proceed through the membership 

cards. Introduce visiting members, if there 

are any. 
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(Before proceeding with the meeting, 

enough time is allowed for the above.) 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: Commander, 

all present are members in good standing. 

(OD gives the names of the visitors or 

authorized guests.) 

COMMANDER: 1st Vice-Commander, 

what is the usual procedure in opening a 

C.W.V. meeting? 

1st VICE COMMANDER: Commander, it 

is fitting and proper that we open the 

meeting with prayer, present the Colors, and 

render the respect due them. 

(Three (3) raps of gavel and all will 

stand at ATTENTION.) 

COMMANDER: Officer of the Day, 

prepare the altar and advance the Colors. 

When summoned by the Commander (CDR) 

to prepare the Altar and advance the 

Colors, the Officer of the Day (OD) should 

have matches or a lighter available. 

The OD advances to the altar with the

POW-MIA cover, pauses for a 

moment,executes a LEFT OBLIQUE 
to the POW-MIA Chair, places the 
cover on the chair and renders a 
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HAND SALUTE. OD then executes an

ABOUT FACE, followed by a LEFT-

OBLIQUE, stopping at front of the altar.

He or she turns, faces the CDR, exchanges

a HAND SALUTE  If a St. Sebastian 

statue is used, it shall be placed upright 

and centered on the Commander's Station.

OD returns to front of altar, lights the 

votive candles (or the vigil candle), opens 

the Bible to the place selected by the 1st 

Vice Commander (1VC), exchanges a 

HAND SALUTE with the CDR, executes 

an ABOUT FACE and retires to the rear 

of the room and readies the Colors to be 
presented.

If the 1VC is to read a passage from the 
Bible, he or she proceeds to the altar, 
exchanges a HAND SALUTE with CDR. 
Taking the Bible, the 1VC turns to face 
members and reads the passage 
selected. 

When finished, the 1VC replaces the 
Bible, leaving it open. The 1VC 
exchanges a HAND SALUTE with CDR, 
executes an  and retires to his or her 
station in the rear of the room.
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When 1VC has returned to his/her 
station, the OD will, without promping 
from the CDR: 

When using a small set of Colors: OD 
will proceed to bring the colors forward. 

When using a Colorguard: OD will issue 
to the Color Bearers, the command 
CARRY-COLORS, followed by 
FORWARD-MARCH. 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: (As the Colors 

reach the first member,) 

  ATTENTION. PRESENT, ARMS. 

All members are to be standing and 

upon command from the OD, render a
HAND SALUTE. 

At the command ATTENTION the Chaplain 

or Acting Chaplain proceeds to the right 

front corner of the altar.  

When Color Bearers (or the OD using a 
small set of Colors) arrive about two feet

from the altar, OD gives the command 

HALT. 
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OFFICER OF THE DAY: ORDER, 

ARMS 

Members will drop their salutes, and will 
continue to stand at ATTENTION.  

OFFICER OF THE DAY: PARADE, 

REST  

(members stand at Parade Rest) 

CHAPLAIN: Let us pray, We now pray 

for those Veterans who remain held as 

Prisoners of War or are unaccounted for and 

are Missing in Action. 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: UNCOVER 

All present will remove caps and place on 

left shoulder. The OD gives the Echelon 

Color Bearer the command “PRESENT, 

COLORS” as Chaplain begins the prayers. 

CHAPLAIN: Almighty Father, protect 

and comfort our fellow Americans, both 

missing and held captive by the aggressors 

of freedom, and in your Divine Way let 

them know that they are not forgotten. In 
your wisdom, you have lifted the burden 
of pain and suffering from so many by 
calling them to your side. Make their 
resting place soft and safe and their 
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raising from it bright and glorious.

We pray daily for the families that suffer the 

void of their missing loved ones.  

We feel a great pain in our hearts for our 

fellow Americans, both missing and 

held captive, and we May that chair, 

empty of body, but occupied by the 
spirit of our missing, constantly remind 
us of our devotion to those men and 
women and may God protect and 
comfort them always. Amen. 

(Chaplain will start The Lord’s Prayer, 

 Members will join in reciting) – 

(Chaplain): Immaculate Mother of God, 

(Members respond):  Assist us. 

(Chaplain): St. Sebastian… 

(Members respond):  Pray for us. 

(Chaplain): May the souls of all departed 

veterans, through the mercy of God, rest in 

peace. 

(Members respond):  Amen. 

(Chaplain returns to his station.) 

(12) 
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COMMANDER: ATTENTION. We will 

now recite the Pledge of Allegiance. 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: PRESENT 

ARMS.  (at conclusion of Pledge, gives the 

command)  ORDER, ARMS 

COMMANDER: We will sing the last 

stanza of the Star Spangled Banner.  

(optional – see page number 58) 

During the playing of the Star Spangled 

Banner, members will stand at Attention 

and, if covered, will salute.  

If using a Colorguard - Echelon Colors 
will be dipped during the rendition of the 

National Anthem, if sung. After the 
Pledge of Allegiance ...
COMMANDER: Officer of the Day, post 
the Colors. 

If using a Color Guard - OD gives the 
commands “CARRY COLORS” and 

“POST COLORS”. The National Color 
Bearer executes a “LEFT OBLIQUE”, 
crossing in front of, and before, the 
Echelon Color Bearer, who executes a 
“RIGHT OBLIQUE” placing the 
National Colors to the right of the 
CDR, and the Echelon Colors to the 
CDR's left. 
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If using small set of Colors: OD moves 
around the right of the altar and posts the 
small set of Colors, placing them on the 
corners of the CDR’s Station, placing the 
National Colors to the CDR's right, and 
the Echelon Colors to his or her left.
After posting the Colors, Bearers (or the 
OD) return to front of the altar, OD gives

the command HAND SALUTE followed by

ABOUT, FACE and FORWARD, MARCH. 

When Color Bearers arrive at the rear of 

the room, OD gives the commands HALT 

and FALL OUT. 

OPTIONS for reciting THE PREAMBLE 

CDR announces which method of reciting 

the Preamble is to be used.  

Option 1 – Members will repeat each line 

after the CDR as s/he pauses in between 

sentences 

Option 2 – Each member present has a 

copy of The Preamble and will recite it in 

unison with the CDR 

COMMANDER: Repeat (after / with) me 

the Preamble of the CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS Constitution. 

( to be read slowly; ** indicates a pause    

for members to repeat) 
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“We, American Citizens, ** members of the 

Catholic Church, ** under the spiritual 

authority of our Holy Father, the Pope, 

Bishop of Rome ** and who have served in 

the Armed Forces of the United States ** in 

order that we may be bound by a greater 

spirit of faith and patriotism,** and that we 

may be of greater service to God and our 

Country and to one another,** and in order 

to perpetuate our ideals and  ideas,** 

establish a permanent organization.” 

COMMANDER: I now declare (Post # / 

Chapter / The Dept of)                   open for 

the transaction of such business as may 

rightfully come before it.” 

(One rap of the gavel seats the members) 

COMMANDER: Officer of the Day, 

present the Distinguished Guests. 

The CDR will summon the OD just after the 

recitation of the Preamble to the CWV 

Constitution and give the direction to 

present the Distinguished Guests. Some 

Echelons advance guests as a group, while 

others do so individually. Whichever 

procedure is followed, the OD remains to 

the right of guests and gives the command 
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 FORWARD-MARCH and upon arriving 

about two feet from the altar gives the 

command HALT. 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: Commander, I 

present                              (gives the name of 

Distinguished Guest). 

The OD escorts the Distinguished Guests to 

a seat at the CDR’s Station. He or she does 

so informally without commands making 

sure to go outside the Echelon Colors, NOT 

INSIDE to arrive at the CDR’s Station. 

In the event Distinguished Guests are to be 

presented separately, the OD then returns to 

the rear of the room to escort the others, 

always rendering the HAND SALUTE when 

reporting and again the HAND SALUTE 

and ABOUT FACE when retiring. 

When not otherwise engaged, the OD takes 

his or her station at the entrance to the 

meeting room to prevent entry of 

unauthorized persons and to await the 

further call of the CDR.  

In the event other Distinguished Guests 

arrive during the meeting, the OD will 

promptly notify the CDR. 
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Order of Business to be used in meetings 

1.  Opening in due form in prayer    

2.  Roll Call of Officers 

3.  Appointment of Committees 

4.  Reading of the Preceding Meeting  

       Minutes & Action on Minutes 

5.  Report of Officers, Directors and  

      Trustees 

6.  Reading of Communications 

7.  Reports of Committees 

8.  Special Orders 

9.  Unfinished Business 

10.  New Business 

11.  Nominations 

12.  Election and Installation. The Ceremony 

of Installation may be deferred for a 

separate occasion. 

13. Good and Welfare 

14. Closing Ceremonies with Prayer           

NOTE: The order of business may be 

changed at any time by vote of majority of 

those present without debate. Balloting on 

applications and Induction of New Members 

shall be either after the Opening Ceremony or 

prior to the Closing Ceremony. 
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Ceremony for Closing Meetings 

At the conclusion of the Good and Welfare 

portion of the meeting, the OD should be 

prepared to retire the Colors. 

If using a Color Guard - OD gives the 

command to Color Bearers – FALL IN, 

FORWARD-MARCH. Upon arrival at the 

altar, OD gives the command, HALT 

followed by HAND SALUTE. OD then gives 

the order RETRIEVE COLORS. National 

Color Bearer executes a LEFT OBLIQUE 

and the Post Color Bearer a RIGHT 

OBLIQUE. After Retrieving Colors, 

National Color Bearer again executes a 

LEFT OBLIQUE and the Echelon Color 

Bearer a RIGHT OBLIQUE so that they 

return to places in front of facing the altar, 

National Color on the right and Echelon 

Color on the left. OD will stand fast at front 

of the altar. 

If not using a Color Guard – OD will 

advance to front of the altar, exchange a 

HAND SALUTE with CDR. The OD will 

stand fast at front of altar. 

COMMANDER: If there be no further 

business, we will proceed to adjourn. Before 

we close, our Chaplain (in the absence of  
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the Chaplain, the 1VC) will read the 

Memorial Verse, “Our Dead” written for 

the CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS, INC., 

by Rev. Edward Lodge Curran in memory 

of our departed veterans. 

COMMANDER gives three (3) raps of the 

gavel 

ALL will stand at PARADE REST 

with head bowedand covered. 

CHAPLAIN:  recites Memorial Verse  

        “OUR DEAD” (see front of Ritual) 

After the reading of “Our Dead”, observe a 

moment of silence – Taps is sounded 

If using a Color Guard – When CDR calls 

unit to ATTENTION, the OD gives the 

Color Bearers the command “PRESENT 

COLORS” and the Echelon Colors will 

remain so during the closing prayers.  

COMMANDER: ATTENTION 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: PRESENT, 

ARMS.  (at conclusion of Taps, gives the 

command)  ORDER, ARMS 

COMMANDER: Our Chaplain will 

recite the closing prayers. 
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OFFICER OF THE DAY: UNCOVER 

(ALL men present remove caps & will 

place the cap on their left shoulder) 

CHAPLAIN:  Let us pray… 

(members will bow their heads) 

 Chaplain will choose one of the following:  

* Prayer for Fr. Emil Kapaun 

* Prayer for Fr. Vincent Cappadono 

* Prayer of the Post’s Patron Saint 

* Prayer for the Saint of the Day or a 

particular cause 

We pray now Lord, for your servant –

__________  (insert name here from the 

choice of prayers above)  

Fr. Emil Kapaun Prayer 

Lord Jesus, in the midst of the folly of war, 

your servant Emil gave himself in total 

service to you                      

through his service and care of his fellow 

soldiers. We now ask you, Lord Jesus, to 

manifest to the world, the glory of his 

sacrifices by signs of miracles and peace. In 

your name, Lord we ask, for you are the 

source of our peace, the strength of our 

service to others, and our final hope. In your 

name, Lord Jesus, we ask. Amen. 
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Fr. Vincent Cappadono Prayer 

May God who has offered healing and 

strength through the hands of his only Son, 

Our Lord, and through Christ’s many 

servants, grant us the favor of His healing 

hand through the intercession of his servant, 

Fr. Vincent Cappadono – priest, missionary 

and chaplain, who always sought to heal 

and comfort the wounded and dying on the 

field of battle. May we be granted this 

request on our own field of battle. We pray 

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, 

and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

CHAPLAIN: We will now recite three 

Hail Mary’s for Divine Relief from the 

“ism’s” of our day contrary to a life of 

faith.           

(Members will join in the recitation) 

(Chaplain): Immaculate Mother of God... 

(Members respond): Assist us.  

(Chaplain): Mary, Queen of Peace…  

(Members respond): Assist us.  

(Chaplain): St. Sebastian…  

(Members respond): Pray for us. 

(Chaplain): May the souls of all departed 

veterans, through the mercy of God, rest in 

peace.  
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(Members respond): Amen. 

(at the conclusion of prayers) 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: COVER 

(Members replace caps) 

COMMANDER: Officer of the Day, 

secure the altar and retire the Colors. 

If using a Color Guard - Following the 

prayers, The OD will close the Bible, 

extinguish the votive candle (or vigil candles) 

and retrieve the POW-MIA Chair cover. The 

OD gives the command to Color  

Bearers - RETIRE COLORS. The Color 

Bearers will, in unison, execute the following 

movements without command: the National 

Color Bearer executes a RIGHT FACE; the 

Echelon Color Bearer executes a LEFT 

FACE. Once they are facing each other, each 

will again execute the respective facing 

movement until they are facing the rear of the 

room. 

(Color Bearers are to NEVER execute an 

ABOUT FACE). 

The OD gives the command FORWARD-

MARCH. When at the rear of the room, OD 

gives Color Bearers the commands: HALT 

and FALL OUT. 
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If not using a Color Guard – Following 

the prayers, the OD will close the Bible and 

extinguish the votive candles (or vigil 

candle), retrieve the POW/MIA Chair 

Cover, return to the front of the altar 

carrying the POW-MIA Chair Cover. 

The OD exchanges a HAND SALUTE with 

the CDR and proceeds around right side of 

the altar. If a St. Sebastian statue is used, 

the OD shall lay it down on CDR station. 

The OD then removes both of the Colors 

from the CDR’s station. 

 The OD returns with Colors to front of the 

Altar, and pauses for a moment, executes an 

ABOUT FACE and retires to the rear of the 

room.  

When retiring the Colors, as the Colors 

reach the first row of members: 

OFFICER OF THE DAY:    

    ATTENTION...PRESENT, ARMS. 

At the command “ATTENTION”, all present 

will render a HAND SALUTE, until the OD 

reaches the rear of the room gives the 

command... 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: ORDER, 

ARMS 
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(Members drop their salutes, and continue 

to stand at Attention) 

 
COMMANDER: I now declare this 

meeting of (Post Number / Chapter/ The 

Department of)  

___________________________ 

the USA adjourned.  

CDR raps gavel once to close meeting 
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New Member Induction 

Ceremony 

Short Form 

(for informal use) 

Podium Edition contains the Long Form  

for use on special occasions 

 

Personnel Needed:  

    Commander and Officer of the Day 

Items Required: 

    Head Table – set up to seat 3 people 

    Altar in place and set up with Bible 

    One (1) Vigil or two (2) votive candles 

    Echelon and National Colors, in place 

    St. Sebastian statue, if desired  

    Copy of this Ceremony for each Officer     

    with a speaking part 
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Induction Team marches into room or is 

already in place – see diagram below. 

 

 

 

           

 

 

INDUCTING OFFICER:  Officer of the 

Day (they exchange salutes), present the 

applicant(s) for Induction. 

(The OD conducts the applicants to the altar 

as shown above, exchanges a HAND 

SALUTEwith Inducting Officer, then stands 

to the right of the applicants.) 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: Commander, 

these applicant(s) are qualified for 

membership in the (insert name) Post of the 

CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS and are 

seeking admission.  
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 Adjutant      Commander    Chaplain 
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POW-MIA 

    Chair 

 OD    Applicants 



 

INDUCTING OFFICER:  On behalf of 

CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS, I welcome 

you. The CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS 

hold dear five principles: UNITY, 

JUSTICE, TRANQUILITY, WELFARE 

and LIBERTY.  

You no doubt recognize our principles as a 

part of the Preamble to the Constitution of 

the United States. We wish to stimulate the 

spirit of Americanism. 

INDUCTING OFFICER: Reverend 

Chaplain, lead us in prayer for Divine 

Guidance for the Welfare of the 

CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS, for the 

enlightenment of these new members, and 

so that they may be one with us and our 

principles. 

CHAPLAIN:   “PRAYER TO THE 

HOLY SPIRIT” 

Come, O Holy Spirit! Fill the hearts of Thy 

faithful, and kindle in them the fire of your 

love. Send forth Thy Spirit, and our hearts 

shall be regenerated, and thou shalt renew 

the face of the earth. 

Let us pray… 

O God, Who by the light of the Holy Spirit 

didst instruct the hearts of the faithful, grant  
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us by the same Holy Spirit, a love and relish 

for what is right and just, and the constant 

enjoyment of His consolations’ through 

Christ, our Lord. Amen. 

INDUCTING OFFICER: (addresses the 

applicants.) Are you ready and willing to 

obligate yourselves to the laws and pledges 

expressed in the oath of the CATHOLIC 

WAR VETERANS? 

APPLICANT(S): I am (We are). 

INDUCTING OFFICER:  
(gives three (3) raps of the gavel and says...)  

The members present will stand at 

ATTENTION while the applicant(s) take 

the oath. 

(Commander raises his/her right hand and 

addresses the applicant(s)) 

Applicants, raise your right hand. You will 

repeat after me the CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS Oath: 

** indicates pauses to give time for 

applicants to repeat 

On my honor ** as a Catholic Citizen 

and Armed Forces Veteran, ** I promise, 

without reservation ** to uphold the 

Constitution of the United States **  
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to obey its laws and defend its Flag ** 

against all its enemies whomsoever. ** 

That I will fulfill my obligations as a 

Catholic ** and obey the laws of the 

Catholic Church. ** That at no time will 

I introduce for membership ** any who 

are not entitled thereto. ** That I will not 

at any time, ** through any word or 

deed, ** bring discredit to the 

organization. 

The Inducting Officer bids the assembly to 

be seated, and turning to the new members, 

says: 

INDUCTING OFFICER:  Note the setting 

of this room. The space between the 

Commander’s station and the Altar 

represents No Man’s Land in memory of 

those who died there on the battle fields. No 

one should cross that space during a 

meeting or ceremony. 

INDUCTING OFFICER:  (Comrades) 

(My fellow veterans), I now welcome you 

as members of the CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS. 

(Inducting Officer steps to front of the altar 

and introduces each new member to the 

Post. Officer of the Day places the new 

members among the other members) 
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Officer’s Installation 

Ceremony 

Short Form 

Podium Edition contains the Long Form 

Personnel Needed:  

    All Echelon Officers, Installing Officer,     

    Members and Guests 

Items Required: Meeting Room set up as  

     shown for Opening Ceremony 

NOTE: 

With respect to the dignity due to his 

priesthood, the Chaplain should never be 

requested to stand in any formation for any 

length of time and should never be 

requested to take an oath or pledge. 

Officer Installation for all Posts must be 

completed by December 31 
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Installing Officer shall be designated by the 

Incoming Commander and a roster of the 

Officers installed shall be filed by the new 

Adjutant as soon as possible after 

completion of Installation ceremonies.  

The designated Installing Officer shall take 

charge, following the opening ceremony. 

Combined installations of Posts may be held 

where such combined installations are 

preferred. 

 

Ritual Team: Installing Officer, Officer of 

the Day and an Adjutant.  

(Before beginning, the Installing Officer 

   is conducted to podium by the                   

Officer of the Day) 

The Officer of the Day, with the Adjutant, 

marching to his/her left, shall approach and 

halt in front of the altar. The Officer of the 

Day reports the Team to the Installing 

Officer. (They exchange salutes.) 

INSTALLING OFFICER: Team, take 

your respective stations. 

Team members will at this time proceed to 

the station he/she is to occupy. 

(See Diagram below) 
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INSTALLING OFFICER: Officer of the 

Day, (they exchange salutes) present the 

Officers-elect for installation. 

(Officer of the Day arranges Officers-elect 

in order shown below. CDR-elect should be 

positioned about 10 feet in front of Altar)        

      Front of line:   Commander 

            1st Vice Commander 

   2nd Vice Commander 

   3rd Vice Commander 

   Adjutant  

   Treasurer  

   Historian  

   Welfare Officer  

   Judge Advocate 

    Officer of the Day  

   Director(s) / Trustees     

INSTALLING OFFICER: Reverend 

Chaplain, please join me at the front of the 

Altar. (Chaplain moves to left side of 

Installing Officer). The Adjutant will call 

the roll of the newly elected Officers and as 

each man’s name is called he will respond.  

Ritual Team ADJUTANT: (salutes the 

Installing Officer, calls the roll in reverse 

order. After the last name is called, salutes 

again.)  
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Roll Call is finished – all Officers-elect   are 

present or accounted for. 

OFFICER OF THE DAY: (salutes 

Installing Officer) The newly elected 

Officers are ready to be installed.  

INSTALLING OFFICER:  Officers-elect, 

At Ease! Your (comrades) (fellow 

veterans) have shown their confidence in 

you executive ability by electing you to 

office. Familiarize yourselves with the 

duties of your particular office and proceed 

upon those duties in a Catholic spirit. The 

Welfare and Success of the unit of 

CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS depends 

on you. Public opinion is everything, with it 

- nothing can fail; without it – nothing can 

succeed. It is your solemn duty to protect 

the good name of CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS and to make known its 

policies and purpose. Memorize the 

Preamble of the National Department’s 

Constitution and keep in mind our five 

principles of Unity, Justice, Tranquility, 

Welfare and Liberty. 

(Raps gavel 3 times, ALL will stand.) 

 (Installing Officer turns to Altar, removes 

the Bible, handing it to the Chaplain at 

his/her left)  
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INSTALLING OFFICER:  Officers-elect, 

place your left hand on the shoulder of the 

Officer in front of you.  

Commander-elect, place your left hand on 

the Bible that the Chaplain is holding.  

Officers-Elect, raise your right hands and 

repeat after me: 

(Pause at *** to allow Officers-elect   

to repeat): 

On my honor as a Catholic Citizen and 

Armed Forces Veteran *** I promise 

without reservation *** to uphold the 

Constitution of the United States *** to 

obey its laws and defend its Flag *** 

against all its enemies whomsoever. *** I 

further promise upon my honor *** to 

uphold the Constitution and By-Laws of 

the CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS of 

the U.S.A. *** and to fulfill the duties of 

my office to the best of my ability. *** 

That at no time will I introduce for 

membership *** any who are not entitled 

thereto *** and that I will not at any time 

*** through word or deed *** bring 

discredit to the organization.  
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INSTALLING OFFICER:  You may now 

lower your hands. The audience may now 

be seated. Officer of the Day, please 

position the Officers-elect for instruction in 

their duties.                                    

The OD arranges Officers-elect to his/her 

left, (except new CDR) in one horizontal 

line in the front of the room. CDR-elect will 

take a place in rear of line of Officers. After 

the Officers-elect are in line, the OD calls 

for a hand salute which is returned by the 

Installing Officer. 

INSTALLING OFFICER: The name of 

your Office is explanatory to your duties. In 

addition, you shall perform such other 

duties as shall be prescribed by your 

Commander. Study your Constitution and 

By- Laws so that you will be of assistance 

to your unit and superior Officers. 

Congratulations. You are dismissed. (They 

exchange salutes.) 

Before taking seats these Officers-elect 

salute the Installing Officer, who will return 

their salute. After each subsequent Officer is 

installed, the OD conducts each to their 

seats and returns to his/ her station at left of 

the Altar.  
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INSTALLING OFFICER raps the gavel  

three (3) times. 

ALL present will rise and stand at 

ATTENTION. 

Officer of the Day brings the Commander- 

elect forward. INSTALLING OFFICER 

addresses the new CDR. 

INSTALLING OFFICER: (They 

exchange salutes), Commander, you shall 

be the executive head of this unit with full 

power to enforce the provisions of its By-

Laws. You are to promote the programs  

and purposes of CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS and enforce the provisions of 

the Constitution and all higher echelon By-

Laws. You shall be the Chairman of the 

Board of Officers and Trustees and shall 

appoint all Committees. The success or 

failure of the year’s program rests largely 

with you. You are to teach the principles of 

CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS, supervise 

the duties of your Officers, and see that the 

programs are carried through to completion. 

Seek unity, be just in your decisions, always 

advocate peace and order, look to the 

general welfare of your unit and to the 

welfare of members. In time of trial and 

tribulation prayerfully ask Almighty God to  
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guide you. I congratulate you and wish you 

and your staff success.  I present to you this 

gavel, as the symbol of your authority as 

Commander of this unit, use it wisely and 

well. 

Appropriate remarks by New Commander 

(Omit the next paragraph if the Officers of 

a new Post are being installed.) 

NEW COMMANDER addresses the retiring  

CDR at his/her left, who has been brought 

forward by the OD          

NEW COMMANDER: You have 

performed your duties well. You no doubt 

appreciate and value your experience. Your 

continued enthusiasm for the CATHOLIC 

WAR VETERANS will make you the most 

active member of this unit and your 

experience will enhance its cause. 

They exchange salutes and remain at the 

Installing Officer’s Station. The New 

Commander may make presentation of Past 

Commander’s Pin to the outgoing 

Commander. 

The New Commander may invite the 

Chaplain to make remarks 
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NEW COMMANDER: Reverend 

Chaplain, would you lead us in prayer for 

Divine Guidance and a successful year. 

Prayers are recited, following which 

Commander calls for reading of Memorial 

Verse. 

CHAPLAIN: recites “OUR DEAD”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conduct at Mass 

Personnel Needed:   
    Color Guard and Rifle bearers 

Items Required:  
    Echelon Colors for each Echelon that will     

     be at Mass 

This is the recommended procedure for use 

at Corporate Communions and Funerals. 

Based upon local circumstances, it can     

be modified, by mutual agreement and 

approval of the Parish Pastor and            

the Officer of the Day, prior to the 

celebration of Mass. 
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1. Conduct at Church: 

a. Commanders, Chaplains, all National, 

State and Chapter Officers should form 

outside of the Church with all colors 

and review the membership of both 

Post’s and Auxiliaries while they are 

entering the Church. 

b. After all members have entered the 

Church, the Officer of the Day should 

escort the unit CDR, Chaplain and all 

others reviewing on the right or left of 

center aisle, according to what has been 

assigned to them.  These seats should 

be reserved. 

c. After all are seated the Officer of the 

Day should advance all colors down the 

center aisle, and all attending stand 

while colors pass. This should be timed 

so that all members and colors are in 

Church at least five (5) minutes before 

the service starts. 

d. As the Officer of the Day brings the 

colors to a halt he gives the 

COMMAND: PRESENT COLORS; 

CARRY COLORS; ORDER COLORS. 

This is done in place of the Color 

Bearers genuflecting. 
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e. The Officer of the Day and all Color 

Bearers keep their service caps on at all 
times during the services while with the 

colors  

All other members will remove their caps 

upon entering the church. 

f.  As the lector begins the entrance 

antiphon or the organist provides an 

entrance hymn, the Officer of the Day 

commands - CARRY COLORS and 

PRESENT COLORS. 

g. As the celebrant venerates the altar with 

a kiss, the Officer of the Day returns the 

colors to CARRY COLORS and then 

the Officer of the Day orders the colors 

to such an area of the church where 

they will not impede the line of sight of 

the congregation to the altar of 

sacrifice. 

h. Command of the Officer of the Day are 

to be given in as low a voice as possible 

and hand signals may be used, if agreed 

upon. 

 i.  At the conclusion of the Peoples’ 

response to the Celebrants invitation to 

prayer (“and the good of all His holy 

Church”), the Officer of the Day 

advances the colors of the host echelon  
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     and those of its Auxiliary, if any, along 

with the Ritual Officer, to the head of 

the center aisle. The Colors remain at 

CARRY COLORS until the Celebrant 

invokes the aid of the Holy Spirit to 

“come upon these gifts” – or the 

Celebrant prays  “You are indeed Holy, 

O Lord” at this point the colors are 

brought to PESENT COLORS and 

remain at same until Celebrant 

completes his genuflection after the 

elevation of the Chalice. The Officer of 

the Day then returns the Colors to 

CARRY COLORS. 

 j. When the Celebrant calls upon Mary, 

Virgin, Mother of God and upon the 

apostles and Saints (Eucharistic Prayer 

#2, 3, and 4) or when the Celebrant 

offers a prayer for mercy for us as 

sinners (Eucharistic Prayer #1), the 

Officer of the Day brings the Colors to 

PRESENT COLORS and remains until 

conclusion of Amen after the doxology 

(“through Him”). After the Amen the 

colors are returned to CARRY 

COLORS. 

 k. At the conclusion of the “Lamb of God”     

      prayer the Officer of the Day returns the  

      colors to PRESENT COLORS and 
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       remains at same until people start     

       response of “Lord, I am not worthy..."    

       and at this time the Officer of the Day   

       returns colors to CARRY COLORS and  

       marches them off to join the other     

       colors at their collection point. 

 l. When Communion is over and any    

     announcements, have been completed,  

     the Officer of the Day brings ALL   

     COLORS to the head of the center aisle  

      and immediately brings them to  

      PRESENT COLORS and returns to   

      CARRY COLORS after completion of  

      the Final Blessing.  

 m. As soon as the Final Blessing is 

completed, the Officer of the Day will 

move the Colors to appropriate sides of 

the front of the church to provide for 

the egress from the church. The Officer 

of the Day will order PRESENT 

COLORS as the celebrant exits. After 

celebrant exits, the Officer of the Day 

returns the Colors to CARRY COLORS 

and marches them out of the church. 

 n. At conclusion of service in church all 

should remain in their places until the 

Colors and all distinguished guests have 

departed, and then the membership will 

leave in the same formation in which 

they entered. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ritual for Funeral 

Service 

The American Flag is placed at the head 

of the coffin; the CATHOLIC WAR 

VETERANS Unit Flag is placed at foot  

of the coffin. 

Funeral Parlor Procedure: 

If it can be arranged among the Post 

members participating in the funeral, two 

(2) rifle men should stand guard, in half 

hour shifts during the time the body is lying 

in state. 

Rosary Service Vigil at Funeral Parlor: 

It is customary to pay tribute to the 

deceased with a Ritual Service at the funeral 

parlor preceding the funeral. Members will 

enter the funeral parlor in a body, usually 

walking in pairs, led by the Officer of the 

Day and his/her assistant.  
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The Chaplain, Post Commander, etc.,  

will precede the members of the Post into 

the funeral parlor. On entering the funeral 

parlor, the Officer of the Day and Assistant 

will stand at ATTENTION on each side of 

the casket. The Chaplain, Commander or 

person designated to lead the Ritual will 

enter first and stand immediately beside the 

casket. One step to the rear and on to the 

right side of the Rosary leader, the Assistant 

Leader will kneel. The members of the 

Unit will arrange themselves in the most 

feasible manner behind the two leaders. 

When all have entered, the Unit will kneel 

and the Assistant Leader, Commander, or 

Officer of the Day will recite: 

“(Comrades) (Veterans), we have 

assembled here to pay our tribute to (name 

of the deceased) who has gone to serve on 

the staff of the Commander of the Universal 

Post. We should not think of him/her as 

having gone from us, but as having been 

transferred to a Post where we all hope to 

meet again. Our Chaplain will lead us in 

prayer.” 

Chaplain prays 

Immediately following the prayer, the  
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chaplain will lead the 5th Sorrowful Mystery 

of the Rosary.  All will stand.   

Following the Rosary, the Assistant Leader 

will recite the Memorial verse “OUR 

DEAD”.  

(When he/she has finished, he/she nods to 

the Commander indicating his/her part of 

the ceremony is completed. Each member 

approaches the coffin – renders a HAND 

SALUTE and leaves the room. The 

Commander is the last to bid farewell. 

COMMANDER: Pins Deceased Member 

Medal on deceased, renders a HAND 

SALUTE and says:    

Farewell, my friend. (and exits the room) 

 
Eleven O’clock Memorial 

Service 

 

At all CATHOLIC WAR VETERANS 

functions at 10:55 AM, the Commander or 

Presiding Officer raps once with the gavel 

and gives the command ATTENTION. All 

face towards the East.   

COMMANDER: Officer of the Day,    

have all lights extinguished, but the Altar 

candle(s). Reverend Chaplain (or some  
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designated member), lead us in prayer for 

our departed (comrades) (veterans). 

Chaplain prays, then recites “Our Dead”  

All will remain covered and stand at 

Parade Rest with heads bowed 

“Taps” is sounded.  Lights are turned on. 

            

    

 

 

 

POW – MIA  

Remembrance Ceremony 

Personnel Needed:  

  One (1) Master of Ceremonies 

  Optional - Two (2) Honor Guard Members 

Items Required: 

One (1) small round table; “Taps” audio 

POW-MIA Table Contents: 

White tablecloth, One (1) red rose, Flower 

vase, Blue ribbon for vase, One (1) dinner 

plate, Slice of lemon, salt, Bible, One (1) 
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 drinking glass, One (1) white candle, Chair 

with POW-MIA cover  

Optional – POW-MIA Flag 

NOTE: These standards were developed 

by the League of Families. There is only 

one way to do the POW/MIA 

Remembrance Ceremony and to set the 

Single Setting Table. Please do not try to 

add your own “special touches”.  Do not 

remove or add items. Please maintain 

these standards at all times. 

Table Setting Diagram 
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White Candle 

Red rose in vase 

with blue ribbon 

Dinner plate with a 

pinch of salt and a 

slice of lemon  

Empty, inverted 

wine glass 

Napkin 

with 

utensils 

Bible 



 

 The lemon slice and pinch of salt are 

on the small plate. 

 No salt shaker or other condiments. 

 The place setting should have a dinner 

plate, folded napkin beside it and 

silverware on top of the napkin 

 (Optional) Two Honor Guard members 

(Color Commander and POW/MIA flag 

Bearer) can enter, one carrying the cased 

POW/MIA flag at Port Arms. Both stop at 

center, Bearer lowers cased flag to parallel 

with ground, ferule under right arm pit- right 

arm at a 45-degree angle. Commander moves 

to flag and uncases it by sliding cover off and 

draping it over his left arm (left arm remains 

at a 45-degree angle holding flag case). At 

this point Bearer unfurls flag until completed 

with spade parallel to floor. Bearer raises 

flag back to Port Arms, posts flag (complete 

posting sequence) in its own stand (with other 

colors or on its own next to POW/MIA Table) 

and Bearer and Commander depart. 

Master of Ceremonies: As you entered the 

dining area, you may have noticed a table – 

raised to call your attention to its purpose. It 

is reserved to honor our missing loved ones. 

Set for one, the empty place represents 

Americans who were or are missing from  
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each of the five services: Army, Marine 

Corps, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard and 

civilians serving with the military, all with 

us in spirit. 

Some here were very young when the 

Vietnam War began; however, all 

Americans should never forget the brave 

men and women who answered our nation’s 

call and served the cause of freedom in a 

special way. Please be seated while I 

explain the meaning of this special table, 

and join me for a moment of silent prayer at 

the end. 

The table is round – to show our  

      everlasting concern. 

The cloth is white – symbolizing the purity   

      of their motives when answering the call     

      to duty. 

The single red rose – reminds us of the  

      lives of these men….and their loved  

      ones and friends who keep the faith,  

      while seeking answers. 

The blue ribbon symbolizes our continued  

      determination to account for them. 

A slice of lemon – reminds us of the bitter  

    fate of those captured and missing in a  

    foreign land. 
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A pinch of salt – symbolizes the tears of     

    our missing and their families who long    

    for answers after decades of uncertainty. 

The Bible – represents the strength gained  

    through faith in our country, founded as  

    one nation under God, to sustain those  

    lost from our midst. 

The glass is inverted – to symbolize their  

    inability to share this evening’s toast. 

The chair is empty – they are missing  

(a moment of silence is observed here) 

Let us now raise our water glasses in a toast 

to honor America’s POW/MIA’s and to the 

success of our efforts to account for them.   

Optional - Taps can be sounded after       

the silent toast. 
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Ritual Ceremonies 

Figures  and Diagrams 

Advancing Colors using a Colorguard 

   ……………….........Fig. 1 

Retiring Colors using a Colorguard  

   …………..................Fig.2 

Manual of Colors     

   ...................................Fig.3 

Church Seating at Funeral  

   ..............In Podium Edition  

Honor Guard Leaving Church 

   …..........In Podium Edition 

Procession to Cemetery 

   ..............In Podium Edition  

Formation at Cemetery 

   ..............In Podium Edition 

Order of March for Field Mass 

   ….........In Podium Edition  

Enter Marching for Field Mass 

   …...…..In Podium Edition 

Formation for Field Mass 

   ..............In Podium Edition  

Pass in Review (Parade) 

   …..........In Podium Edition  

After Pass in Review 

   ..............In Podium Edition 

Meaning of the Flag Folds 

   ..............In Podium Edition 
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Presenting Colors 

When using a Colorguard 

Figure 1 
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OD  

Echelon Colors U.S. Colors 

 Adjutant      Commander     Chaplain 

 NO MAN’S LAND     U.S. Colors Echelon Colors 

POW-MIA 

    Chair 

 

Officers 

And 

Members 

(see layout) 

 

Standing 

while 

Colors are 

being 

presented 

 

Officers 

And 

Members 

(see layout) 

 

Standing 

while 

Colors are 

being 

presented 

Altar 



 

Retiring Colors 

When using a Colorguard 

Figure 2 
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Echelon Colors 

OD  

U.S. Colors 

 Adjutant      Commander     Chaplain 

 NO MAN’S LAND     U.S. Colors Echelon Colors 

POW-MIA 

    Chair 

 

Officers 

And 

Members 

(see layout) 

 

Standing 

while 

Colors are 

being 

retired 

 

Officers 

And 

Members 

(see layout) 

 

Standing 

while 

Colors are 

being 

retired 

Altar 



 

Manual of Colors 

Figure 3 
 

ATTENTION: On this Command 

ORDER COLORS is executed. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ORDER COLORS: Heel of pike rests 

on ground adjacent to the right toe, right 

hand midway between shoulder and 

waist holding Pike in vertical position 

with left hand at side. 
 

PARADE REST: The heel of the Pike 

rests on the ground in front of the 

middle of the body gripped by both 

hands waist high, left hand uppermost 

on the Pike. 
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CARRY COLORS: Lift Colors to 

position where heel of Pike rests in the 

socket of sling, right hand at level of 

shoulder, the left hand at waist height. 
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TRAIL COLORS: Usually given from 

CARRY COLORS position to avoid 

obstacles. It is executed by lifting Pike 

out of socket with both hands and 

lowering Pike sufficiently to pass 

obstacle. Usual command thereafter is 

CARRY COLORS.                 

PRESENT COLORS: 

NATIONAL COLORS 

Pike straight up from the socket of sling, 

right hand gripping Pike at eyes height 

with palm facing outward away from face, 

left hand gripping Pike just below right 

hand. THE NATIONAL COLORS 

RENDERS NO SALUTE.  
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ECHELON COLORS 

Right hand on Pike at eye level, left hand 

at waist level, then dip Pike by extending 

right hand outward to arm’s length. 

 

If marching, the salute (PRESENT 

COLORS) is executed when at six (6) 

paces from the one entitled to the salute; 

the carry is resumed when six (6) paces 

beyond such person. 

                 

When passing in review, the Color guard 

executes eyes right at the prescribed 

saluting distance on the command of 

the Officer of the Day. The commands 

are EYES, RIGHT and READY, 

FRONT. The Echelon Colors salutes at 

the command RIGHT, and resumes 

the carry at the command FRONT.  
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 

Verse I 

Oh, say can you see by the dawns early light 

What so proudly we hailed at the twilights last  

   gleaming. 

Whose broad strips and bright stars, through  

   the perilous fight,  

O’er the ramparts we watched were so  

   gallantly streaming? 

And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting 

in air, Gave proof through the night that our 

flag was still there,  

Oh, say does that star spangled banner yet 

wave o’er the land of the free and the home of 

the brave? 

Verse II 

On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of 

the deep,  

Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence 

reposes,  

What is that which the breeze, o’er the 

towering steep, As it fitfully blows, half 

conceals, half discloses? 

Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s 

first beam, In full glory reflected now shines 

on the stream:  

Tis the star-spangled banner! Oh, long may it 

wave, O’er the land of the free and the home 

of the brave          
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Verse III 

And where is that band who so vauntingly  

   swore, 

That their havoc of war and the battle’s  

   confusion,  

A home and country should leave us no more! 

Their blood has washed out their foul foot- 

   steps pollution. 

No refuge could save the hireling and slave 

From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the  

   grave,  

And the star spangled banner in triumph doth  

   wave,  

O’er the land of the free and the home of the  

   brave! 

Verse IV 

Oh, thus be it ever, when free men shall stand 

Between their loved homes and the war’s  

   desolation!  

Blessed with victory and peace, may the  

   heav’n rescued land.  

Praise the Power that hath made and  

   preserved us a nation.  

Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just,  

And this be our motto: “In God is our trust.” 

And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall  

   wave,  

O’er the land of the free and the home of the      

   brave! 
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The Catholic 

War Veterans 

Emblem 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The Celtic Cross:  

    Represents to us the symbol of 

Christianity preserved and 

protected by valiant forefathers. 
 

The letters U.S.  

    on the star are for these United         

    States and stand for the  

    Constitution on which are  

    based our principles. 
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The Star  

   stands for the glory of victory. 

The Wreath  
   is for the remembrance of those  

   who died that liberty  might live. 
 

The Circle  
   denotes the Perpetuity of the     

   Church which will last until the  

   end of time as guaranteed by the   

   founder Jesus Christ. 
 

The Olive Branch 
   of peace signifies our attitude        

   toward all men in fulfillment of  

   our Lord’s behest, 

 
 

“Love thy Neighbor as Thyself.” 
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Catholic War 

Veterans Membership 

Eligibility 

Any American citizen, who is a baptized 

Catholic and has served in the United States 

Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Air 

Force, or  Reserve / National Guard 

component or Merchant Marine for at least 

90 days Active Duty or served less than 90 

days because of a disability incurred in the 

line of duty, and possess a discharge under 

Honorable conditions, and/or is now on 

Active Duty is eligible for membership. 

To Order Additional copies of 

The CWV Ritual contact: 

CWV National Headquarters 
441 North Lee Street 

Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

1-703-549-3622 

admin@cwv.org 

Copies of the Ritual can be also 

downloaded from our websites: 

http://cwv.org 

http://admin.cwv.org 

http://cwv-store.org/shop 




